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You are a professor or a graduate student. You create a novel
algorithm implemented in a computer. You publish a paper
about the algorithm and make its implementation available for
download. A company uses your algorithm implementation in a
successful and popular product. Can you get a portion of the
profits? Who owns the implementation of the algorithm?
After graduation, you go to work for a company. Who owns
what you create at work and at home? Are you compensated
based on the success of your creations?
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Real World Questions
1. You are a professor or a graduate student. You create
a novel algorithm implemented in a computer. You
publish a paper about the algorithm and make its
implementation available for download. A company
uses your algorithm implementation in a successful and
popular product. Can you get a portion of the profits?
Who owns the implementation of the algorithm?
2. After graduation, you go to work for a company. Who
owns what you create at work and at home? Are you
compensated based on the success of your creations?
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How To Answer
What is intellectual property?
Patents
Copyrights
Trademarks
Trade Secrets
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Roots of Intellectual Property

Rooted in the U.S Constitution, Sec. 8
To promote the Progress of Science
and useful Arts, by securing for limited
Times to Authors and Inventors the
exclusive Right to their respective
Writings and Discoveries
4
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Patents: What is protected?
Inventions
Useful ideas relating to physical objects
and
Useful processes, including processes
for making or using physical objects.
Patentable things and processes include
computer systems, computer software,
web site features and functions,
processes, and methods of doing
business.
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Patents: What is protected?
• 35 U.S.C. 101
• Inventions patentable.
• Whoever invents or discovers any new
and useful process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter, or
any new and useful improvement thereof,
may obtain a patent therefor, subject to
the conditions and requirements of this
title.
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Patents: What is required?
New, non-obvious object or process.
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Patents: New
•
•

35 U.S.C. 102
Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent.

•
•

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —
(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or
described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention
thereof by the applicant for patent, or
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign
country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the
date of the application for patent in the United States, or …
(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented … by the applicant … in
a foreign country prior to the date of the application for patent in this country on an
application for patent … filed more than twelve months before the filing of the
application in the United States, or
(e) the invention was described in — (1) an application for patent, published under
section 122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another
filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent.

•

•

•
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Patents: Not obvious
• 35 U.S.C. 103
• Conditions for patentability; nonobvious
subject matter.
• (a) A patent may not be obtained … if the
differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a
person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains.
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Patents: How is a patent obtained?

File a patent application with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office no later than
one year after
Sale, public use or disclosure of the
invention, or
Filing in a foreign country
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Patents: How much does it cost?
Preparation and filing of a patent
application
From $10,000 to $20,000
Additional fees Incurred to bring the
application to allowance
From $8,000 to $40,000
Preliminary search fees may also be
incurred.
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Patents: Timing
 File patent application
 Wait for examination and first office action
 typically 1 to 3 years

 Patent Prosecution
 typically 6 months to 2 years

 Allowance
 Patent issues
 typically 2 to 4 years from filing
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Patents: What do you get?

The right to prevent others from making,
importing, using, selling or offering to sell a
patented device, or from practicing a
patented method.
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Patents: How long does it last?

20 years from date of filing of a patent
application.
Maintenance fees must be paid at 4, 8 and
12 years to keep the patent enforceable.
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Copyrights: What is protected?

Artistic or creative works such as musical
compositions; musical performances;
movies; computer software; the structure,
sequence and organization of – the “look
and feel” – of web sites and graphical user
interfaces; books; manuals; instructions;
architectural plans; paintings; sculpture.
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Copyrights: What is required?

“Fixing” the work in a tangible form such
as printing on paper and storing on disk.
Register the work with the U.S. Copyright
Office.
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Copyrights: How much does it cost?

Filing a copyright registration is
inexpensive, $30, typically $500+ in
attorneys fees may be incurred.
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Copyrights: What do you get?

The right to stop substantial copying of a
work.
You do not get the right to prevent the
copying of ideas, concepts, techniques, or
algorithms.
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Copyrights: How long do they last?
For an individual, life of author plus 70
years.
For a jointly authored work, life of last
survivor plus 70 years.
For a work made for hire, the shorter of 95
years from date of publication, or 120
years from creation (if not published).
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Copyrights: Notice / Marking

“Copyright <year> <owner>”
© 2006 SoCal IP Law Group LLP.
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Copyrights: When to Protect

After a work has been completed.
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Trademarks: What is protected?
Words, phrases, logos including company
names, product names, slogans; product
packaging and product shapes.
Examples: APPLE, INTEL, LINUX,
MICROSOFT, THQ, UNITED ONLINE
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Trademarks: What is required?

Use in interstate commerce.
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Trademarks: How are they protected?

Use of a trademark causes common law
rights to begin.
File a trademark application with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office to obtain a
registered U.S. Trademark.
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Trademarks: How much do they cost?

Filing fee plus attorney’s fees.
Often total is around $1,300-$3,000.
Fees and costs for preliminary searching
may be incurred.
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Trademarks: What do you get?

The right to preclude others from using
marks which are likely to create confusion
in the marketplace.
The right to alleviate consumer confusion.
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Trademarks: How long do they last?

In perpetuity, so long as use is continuous.
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Trademarks: Notice / Marking

Append to the mark either
TM (trademark) or
SM (service mark) before registration,

® when registered.
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Trademarks: When to protect

Ideally before, but can wait until after
naming a company or product
selecting and using a logo or slogan.
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Example: Amazon.com
How is a website like amazon.com
protected by intellectual property?
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Amazon.com - Copyright
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Amazon.com - Trademark
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Amazon.com - Patent
 Amazon.com has 54
issued U.S. patents
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Question 1


You are a professor or a graduate student. You create
a novel algorithm implemented in a computer.



You publish a paper about the algorithm and make its
implementation available for download.



A company uses your algorithm implementation in a
successful and popular product.

1.

Can you get a portion of the profits?

2.

Who owns the implementation of the algorithm?
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University IP Ownership
Based on contract law
Various writings may control
• Employment agreement
• Union agreement
• Grant Agreement
Technology Transfer Department
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CSUCI
 No policy in place yet
 Administrative Policy Manual includes an Intellectual Property Policy section
(dated 02/04) that includes a paragraph labeled Patents which states:
– The Patent Act of 1952 gives inventors the right to exclude others from
making, selling or offering for sale, or using their inventions for a
specified length of time in exchange for full disclosure of their patented
inventions. This bargain serves to promote the progress of science and
useful arts specified in the Constitution. Patents must be applied for with
the Patent and Trademark Office. Patents may be granted to
applicant(s), including faculty, staff, administrator or student, who
“invent or discover any new and useful process, machine, manufacture,
or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvements thereof.”
Applications must be filed by or on behalf of the person or entity who is
claiming ownership of the potential patent.
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Question 2
After graduation, you go to work for a
company.
Who owns what you create at work? At
home?
Are you compensated based on the
success of your creations?
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Employer IP Ownership
Employment Contract
Assignment to Employer
“Work made for hire”
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Mark A Goldstein, Esq.
 Partner
 Columbia University
B.A. Computer Science, 1986
 University of Southern California
M.S. Computer Science, 1988
 Southwestern Law School, J.D., 1993
 Experience in the computer software
business at Codex Corporation/Motorola
Information Systems Group and Xerox
Corporation
 Technical experience includes software,
telecom, networking, digital multimedia,
ecommerce, and computer architecture
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A Career Option
So you want to be a Patent Attorney
Undergraduate degree in a science (biology,
chemistry, physics) or engineering, including
computer science  4 years
Law School  3 years
Pass state bar examination
Pass patent bar examination
Work experience is typical and is preferred
40
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